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The second sale on behalf of Innovis at Hereford was met with a larger crowd than
2018, although the females were very selective and it was apparent that the demand at
this sale was for the rams.
FEMALE SALE
The female sale included runs of Aberfield x Lleyn, ¾ Aberfield x, Highlander and
Highlander x yearlings. The female section topped at £132 for Aberfield x Lleyn; other
Aberfield x selling from £117 to £130 and meeting good demand. Highlander x ewes
were more selective with the strongest sorts to £122, smaller types remained unsold.
RAM SALE
The ram sale included an excellent entry of Aberfield, Abertex, Abermax, Aberblack
and Primera. The rams in general were in better condition than 2018 and gave an
excellent benchmark for Innovis.
A good crowd of purchasers were in attendance from a wide area with a good Welsh
contingent making the journey to Hereford.
The rams met a very good clearance rate with the demand for the terminal sires such as
the Aberblack and Abermax very evident.
The rams topped at £1050 for an Aberblack, part of an excellent consignment. Other
Aberblack rams to £1000, with several £850 to £980 and creating the most interest on
the day. Smaller sorts from £700 to £800 but nearly a complete clearance of Aberblack
rams.
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Abermax rams topped at £950, with the other top Abermax rams all trading
from £800 to £900. Others then from £700 to £800 with a very good clearance.
Aberfield rams to £850 for yearlings with 2 year olds to £780, the top end of the
Aberfield rams £750 to £850 with other Aberfield rams from £650 to £750. A
good clearance again with the rams with the top figures in keenest demand with
purchasers.
Primera rams to £820 with others from £600 to £650. Highlander rams to £650
with both the Primera and Highlander rams meeting a more selective audience.
Abertex rams to £920, other top performing Abertex from £700 to £800, but
like the Highlander and Primera a more selective trade.
Overall the sale was a good success with the demand evident for the terminal
ram sires more so than the maternal sires.
We have a second sale for rams, breeding ewes and ewe lambs on Wednesday
25th September.
For any enquiries regarding the sale please contact Greg Christopher on -

07770 972815
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